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Abstract: Information and communication Technology plays a fundamental part in electronic governance. ICT will moderate to good governance which in bend will lead to good disposal, interaction, low corruption and transparency in the administration. This paper highlighted the challenges faced when executing electronic governance in rural India.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The entry of ICT e-governance in governance has grownup spring and bounds. The electronic Administration was noviceted mode back and today it is very well grown up. ICT is the all way of the people and the government modification. The slogan behind e-governance is to furnish SMART (Simple, Moral, Accountable, Responsible and Transparent) governance. This is not only electronic administration but also exchange of info between the people and government and, government to government. The final end of government is to furnish services to people for better administration.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

- Kalsi et al. (2009) discussed the demand for reassessment from traditional administration to ICT tools governance. Author has also focused on usage of electronic governance for people and how much citizen was benefited from e-governance.
- Padmapriya (2013) focused on the maiden interpreted by India, shipway to habitué and present e-government services, ways to evolve and secure interdepartmental coactions and service bringing and critical factors needed for successful execution of electronic governance.
- Sharma, et al. (2011) says today is the era of electronic communication. Ascertain the sectors those who are benefited through e-governance attack and those who were not having any vantage from e-governance.

3. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

- To study the scope of ICTs in rural development.
- To use ICTs in better way for rural development.
- A suited suggestion to a better execution of ICT in rural areas.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This paper is carried out with the help of only secondary data collected from different sources. These online sources are various databases like Google Scholar, from Internet search engine Google, and websites.

When India bend to Liberalization, privatization and Globalization (LPG) path, by following ICT in government underwent a major shift. Information and Communication Technology applications are up government activities and edifice interaction with citizens. This intercession of ICT in public arena, negotiated by Government, e-governance meliorates people’s involvement in the governing
procedure, which is also mentioned as electronic Governance. Information and Communication Technology has a greater reach and intensio than electronic Government, even though usually the footings are used exchangeable. E-Governance permits new ways of participation of citizens and communities for debating. Such interactions facilitate provision of accurate information about social problems and their possible solutions. It empowers communities to determine their own future by developing self-efficacy and collective efficacy. Indeed if Good Governance leading to Development is the goal of governance, then e-Governance serves as a means to attain this goal.

When the need of ICT in the rural India. Rural ICT can furnish timely info to the society and have the possible to spawn advanced way of wealthiness coevals in rural society. It leads to better the standards of the people. E-Governance can better living standards in distant and rural society by furnishing of import useful benefits. E-service centers have a polar function to play, particularly in reach out to the marginalized sub division living in distant region. Information and Communication Technology has evolution applications in educational activity, administration, environmental monitoring, wellness, human rights publicity, economic development and other rural sections. ICT projects are successful in rural area as it acts as a go-between government and receivers, spell pursuing commercially sustainable objectives.

E-Governance Projects execution to rural area is a more and more complex process. Rural attached and lives transformed are yet to a fault minimum. Although there are more than 50 grassroots projects today utilizing Information and Communication Technology for rural development in India. The Government of India has concentrated to use the Information and Communication Technology for uplift of the grassroots with its ICT applications. An Inclusive model for electronic Governance some of the good governance initiatives for rural development. There are several spreads associated with deployment of the information rural projects where the bigger end of rural empowerment. In view of such restrictions, Information and Communication Technology is significant to advice some substitute approaches to rural Information and Communication Technology and rural governance.

5. CONCLUSION

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is the most significant manners to span the digital divide in developing country like India. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) have helped Electronic governance to pay off since the first of millenary. Different edifice blocks like increasing education activity in rural areas. Digital India run will assist in devising the rural citizen more technical school apprehension encouraging them to get in contact with government through with just a click of button. So in a nutshell it can be terminated that increasing digital literacy with the help of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) are starring and will lead to rural development in India.
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